With liberal availability of high end cardiac implantable devices in recent era, we frequently encounter patients who are recipients of implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) in our routine clinical practice. Despite improvements in shock detecting algorithms by various manufacturers, incidence of inappropriate shock therapy remains high, it is cause of distress to physicians and patients. Here we present an interesting case of inappropriate shock in one of patient.
Introduction
Despite proven survival benefits, implantable cardioverter defibrillators' (ICDs) are often associated with inappropriate shocks delivered for causes other than potentially life-threatening ventricular arrhythmias. The reported incidence of inappropriate shocks in patients with ICDs is 4%-25%. [1, 2] Such shocks are not only psychologically disturbing and painful to the patients but also reduce battery longevity and are often proarrhythmogenic. [3, 4] Increased shock delivery and high shock burden associated with recurrent inappropriate shocks is associated with increased mortality. [5] Automatic QRS morphology template update is an algorithm to help prevent inappropriate therapies in patients with single chamber automatic ICDs in place. [6] We present an interesting case in which an automatic QRS morphology template detection which was inadvertently switched on to auto update" lead to inappropriate ICD therapy and resultant shocks. It was found that the automatic QRS morphology template auto-update was turned on. Background noise at the time of recording of reference electrogram for automatic QRS morphology template algorithm detection can lead to
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Discussion
Inappropriate shocks in patients with ICDs can cause anxiety, depression, impaired quality of life, and increased risk of adverse events including higher morbidity and mortality. [7] Important causes of noise/artifact and oversensing causing inappropriate shocks are include external noise interference and lead/connector and muscle noise. Improved discrimination between true and pseudo-arrhythmias is important to reduce the incidence of inappropriate shocks. The QRS morphology template creates an algorithm and stores it for future referencing and matching with tachycardia morphology. Turning on the auto-update can lead to background noise or interference being sensed when the reference electrogram for automatic QRS morphology template algorithm is being recorded periodically by the device. This noise can then be detected by the device as VT or fibrillation leading to inappropriate shocks. In this patients as well, it was noted that the feature was inadvertently programmed on. After turning it off, no further shocks were delivered, and the patient remains asymptomatic on follow-up.
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